Abstract. We investigate properties of some spherical fonctions defined on hyperbolic groups using boundary representations on the Gromov boundary endowed with the Patterson-Sullivan measure class. We prove sharp decay estimates for spherical functions as well as spectral inequalities associated with boundary representations. This point of view on the boundary allows us to view the so-called property RD (also called Haagerup's inequality) as a particular case of a more general behavior of spherical functions on hyperbolic groups. In particular, we give a constructive proof using a boundary unitary representation of a result due to de la Harpe and Jolissaint asserting that hyperbolic groups satisfy property RD. Finally, we prove that the family of boundary representations studied in this paper, which can be regarded as a one parameter deformation of the boundary unitary representation, are slow growth representations acting on a Hilbert space admitting a proper 1-cocycle.
Introduction and statement of the main results
1.1. Around property RD. Let Γ be discrete countable group. One of the goal of this paper is to study the operator norm of averaging operators πpf q " ÿ γPΓ f pγqπpγq where f : Γ Ñ C is a complex-valued function and where π : Γ Ñ BpHq is, a priori, a nonunitary representation of Γ, that is a group morphism from Γ to the group of invertible elements of the C˚-algebra of bounded operators on the Hilbert space H denoted by BpHq. When π is a morphism from Γ to U pHq the group of unitary operators on H, the representation π is a unitary representation. We study spectral inequalities for a Banach subspace pE, }¨} E q of ℓ 2 pΓq given by (1.1) }λ Γ pf q} op " sup
where λ Γ is the left regular representation of Γ, }¨} op the operator norm, }¨} 2 the ℓ 2 -norm on Γ, with˚denoting the convolution product and where C is a real positive constant independent of f an element of E. More generally, one can consider a representation (a priori non-unitary) π : Γ Ñ BpHq and seek for the following property DE Ă ℓ 2 pΓq, DC ą 0, @f P E, }πpf q} op ď C}f } E . (1.2) There are several natural and interesting Banach subspaces E Ă ℓ 2 pΓq for which one can prove inequalities of type (1.2). For instance, when π " λ Γ , the space ℓ 1 pΓq is a such space. Assume that Γ is endowed with a length function i.e. a map |¨| : Γ Ñ R`satisfying |e| " 0, for all γ P Γ, |γ´1| " |γ| and for all γ 1 , γ 2 P Γ, |γ 1 γ 2 | ď |γ 1 We say that pΓ, |¨|q satisfies property RD if there exists d ą 0 such that E " H d pΓq and π " λ Γ in (1.2) for some C ą 0. Let R ą 0 be a real positive number. Define a sphere of Γ of radius n of thickness R as:
(1.4) S Γ n,R :" tγ P Γ|nR ď |γ| ă pn`1qRu. Equivalently, pΓ, |¨|q satisfies property RD if there exist R ą 0 and a polynomial P such that for all non-negative integers n and for all complex-valued functions finitely supported on S Γ n,R denoted by f we have (1.5) }λ Γ pf q} op ď P pnq}f } 2 .
More generally, we say that a representation π : Γ Ñ BpHq satisfies RD inequality if there exists d ą 0 such that E " H d pΓq and π " λ Γ in (1.2) for some C ą 0. Equivalently, π : Γ Ñ BpHq satisfies RD inequality if there exist R ą 0 and a polynomial P such that for all non-negative integers n and for all complex-valued functions f finitely supported on S Γ n,R we have (1.6) }πpf q} op ď P pnq}f } 2 .
The property of rapid decay (property RD) was introduced by Haagerup at the end of the seventies in his work [38] . He proved notably that the non-abelian free groups satisfy property RD. But its essence could probably be traced back to Harish-Chandra's estimates of spherical functions on semisimple Lie groups and to the work of C. Herz [42] . The terminology "property RD" was introduced later in the work [43] of Jolissaint. He proved in this paper that cocompact lattices in rank one real semisimple Lie groups satisfy property RD. Afterward, de la Harpe managed to prove that hyperbolic groups satisfy this property as well [41] . The first example of higher rank discrete groups having property RD is due to Ramagge, Robertson and Steger [61] . Then, Lafforgue, inspired by the methods of [61] , proved that cocompact lattices in SL 3 pRq and SL 3 pCq satisfy property RD. For examples of other groups satisfying property RD we refer to [7] , [8] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [26] . For more details on Property RD we refer to [22] and [35] .
Indeed, the major open problem concerning property RD is Valette's conjecture:
Conjecture. (The Valette conjecture) Property RD holds for any discrete group acting isometrically, properly and cocompactly either on a Riemannian symmetric space or on an affine building.
Property RD is relevant in the context of the Baum-Connes conjecture. Indeed, thanks to the important work of V. Lafforgue in [50] , the Valette conjecture implies the Baum-Connes conjecture.
One of the main point of this article is to give a new proof of a result of Jolissaint and de la Harpe saying that hyperbolic groups satisfy property RD. This is done by using boundary unitary representations. The study of the action of groups on the geometric boundary is at the heart of the proof. We use techniques coming from ergodic geometry, inspired essentially by the papers [5] and [62] to do coarse harmonic analysis on boundaries of certain hyperbolic spaces. Thus, we make connections with spherical functions on hyperbolic groups and other spectral estimates. The results deal with the decay of matrix coefficients of representations (a priori non-unitary) appearing naturally on the boundary of hyperbolic groups, generalizing property RD.
1.2.
From semisimple Lie groups to hyperbolic groups. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center and K a maximal compact subgroup of G. A complex-valued function φ on G is called spherical if φ is continuous, bi-K-invariant and satisfies the following integral condition ş K φpxkyqdk " φpxqφpyq for all x, y P G. In the context of harmonic analysis of a semisimple Lie group G, the spherical functions are fundamental objects allowing to understand the unitary tempered dual . As a milestone, the Plancherel formula makes a very important use of them. We refer to [37] , [40] and to [33] for more details on the theory of spherical functions on semisimple Lie groups. We specialize now the discussion to G " SLp2, Rq and give examples of spherical functions: let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G and let P be a minimal parabolic subgroup of G. The compact space G{P , called the Poisson-Furstenberg boundary ( [29] ), carries a natural class of quasi-invariant finite measures under the action of G on G{P . We pick ν in this class, the unique K-invariant probability. The action G ñ pG{P, νq yields boundary representations or quasi-regular representations of G denoted by π z pgq P BpHq, where BpHq stands for the space of bounded operators acting on the Hilbert space H " L 2 pG{P, νq and z denotes a complex number. The representations are parametrized by z P C as follows:
(1.7) π z pgqvpξq "ˆd g˚ν dν˙z pξqvpg´1ξq, with g P G, v P L 2 pG{P, νq and ξ P G{P . When ℜpzq " appearing in the context of "boundaries" of certain space it is also called boundary representation and in more general contexts it is called Koopman representation or quasi-regular representation. This class of unitary representations has been intensively studied as such in several papers: [5] , [6] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [34] , [16] , [32] , [47] and [48] for boundary representations and [27] , [28] for other quasi-regular representations.
In this paper, the family of one parameter representation defined in (4.1) might be thought of a non-unitary one parameter deformations of quasi-regular unitary representations. Typical examples of spherical functions associated to these representations are given explicitly by
where 1 G{P denotes the function equals to 1 on the compact space G{P . Associated to G, the symmetric space G{K can be identified with the hyperbolic half plane pH, d H q, itself identified via the Cayley transform to the hyperbolic unit disc pD, d D q endowed with the standard hyperbolic metric. The Poisson-Furstenberg boundary pG{P, νq is nothing but the unit circle BD with the Lebesgue measure class though. Indeed, we can restrict the previous constructions of boundary representations and spherical functions to any lattice Γ of G. The boundary representations and the spherical functions defined in (1.7) and (1.8) on G restrict to Γ. It turns out that property RD associated with the hyperbolic metric d H fails for non-uniform lattices. And more generally in higher rank, property RD associated with a Riemannian metric for non-uniform lattices fails as well. Hence, the first interested case to study is a discrete group of isometries of hyperbolic spaces H acting cocompactly on it. This is the prototype of a Gromov-Hyperbolic group, or a hyperbolic group for short. Therefore, we extend the study of some spherical functions to hyperbolic groups.
Let Γ be a hyperbolic group. This latter acts by isometries, properly discontinuously and cocompactly on a proper, geodesic and δ-hyperbolic space. Recently, Nica anď Spakula propose the notion of strong hyperbolicity of a metric space: a metric notion as a way of obtaining hyperbolicity with sharp additional properties, see Subsection 2.4. It turns out that the non-elementary hyperbolic groups act by isometries, properly discontinuously and cocompactly on such a space pX, dq.
Recall the definition of the volume growth of the group denoted by α defined as
The geometric boundary pBX, ν o q endowed with the Patterson-Sullivan measure ν o of conformal dimension α (associated to some basepoint o P X) where ν o is quasi-invariant under the action of Γ ñ BX, plays the role of the Poisson-Frustenberg boundary pG{P, νq in the case of semisimple Lie groups. The expressions (1.7) and (1.8) define boundary representations and spherical functions for z P C for Γ as φ z : γ P Γ Þ Ñ xπ z pγq1 BX , 1 BX y. In this paper, we deal with only z " s a real number. When the parameter z has an imaginary part, our techniques do not work for the same purpose. Define for σ P R the function ω σ as follows: for t P r0,`8r
Note that ω σ converges to ω 0 uniformly on all compact sets of r0,`8r, as σ Ñ 0 . This function appears naturally in the study of the decay of φ s in Section 4. We obtain the following estimates.
Given Γ a discrete group of isometries of a metric space pX, dq, one define a length function |¨| : Γ Ñ R`associated with a base point o P X as (1.11) |γ| :" dpo, γoq. Proposition 1.1. Let pX, dq be a strongly hyperbolic space. Let Γ be a discrete group of isometries of pX, dq acting cocompactly on pX, dq, endowed with |¨| as in (1.11). There exists C ą 0 such that for all 0 ď s ď 1, for all γ P Γ
Note that the case s " 1 2 is already well-known by results in [5] , [34] or in [57] and φ 1 2 is the so-called Harish-Chandra's function, rather denoted by Ξ.
1.3. Spectral transfer for amenable actions. To our knowledge, the use of spectral transfer can be traced back to Nevo in [54] , [55] . Given a discrete group Γ acting on a measure space pB, νq by quasi-preserving transformations, one consider the quasi-regular unitary representation π 1 2 defined in (4.1). On one hand, a lemma due to Shalom [63] ensures that for any positive finite measure µ on Γ we have the following inequality:
It is easy to check that it is sufficient to prove property RD only on positive finitely supported functions. for all f P ℓ 1 pΓq, then Γ satisfies property RD implies that π 1 2 satisfies RD inequality. In other words, assuming that π 1 2 is weakly contained in λ Γ , property RD for Γ implies that π 1 2 satisfies RD inequality. It turns out that the notion of amenable action, discovered by Zimmer [66] and studied by Adams [1] and Kaimanovich [45] in our context, is the right notion ensuring, by a result of Kuhn [46] , that π 1 2 is weakly contained in λ Γ (1.13). See also [3] for the weak containment.
Hence, we have the well-known characterization of Property RD in terms of quasiregular unitary representations:
Proposition. Let Γ be a discrete group acting amenably on a measure space pB, νq by quasi-preserving transformations. Then Γ has property RD if and only if the boundary unitary representation π 1 2 satisfies RD inequality.
Since we have defined a one parameter family of boundary representations pπ s q sPR in (4.1), the above proposition allows us to view Property RD as a particular case of inequalities concerning the representation π s for s P r0, 1s and not only for the unitary one π 1 2 . For σ ą 0, define the weighted spaces associated with the functions defined in (1.10):
Given the family of representations pπ s q sPI with I a subinterval of R containing 1 2 , we prove in this paper inequalities of the following type:
where s runs over I and σpsq is a real number depending on s, such that for s " 1 2 the associated space H d σpsq , is nothing but the Sobolev space defined in (1.3). Hence, one can view the above inequalities as a one parameter deformation of property RD.
1.4. Results.
1.4.1. Spectral inequalities. Our main result asserts that the growth of the operator norm }π s pf q} op is intimately related to the growth of spherical functions φ s p¨q. Theorem 1.2. Let pX, dq be a strongly hyperbolic space. Let Γ be a discrete group of isometries of pX, dq acting cocompactly on pX, dq. Then there exist R, C ą 0 sufficiently large such that for any s P r0, 1s, for all non-negative integers n and for all finitely supported f on S Γ n,R we have:
Remark 1.3. The spectral inequality in Theorem 1.2 is optimal.
Specialize the above inequality to s " 1 2 to obtain: Corollary 1.4. A hyperbolic group satisfies property RD.
1.4.2. 1-cohomology of slow growth representations. The notion of slow growth representations appear in the work of Julg [44] and Lafforgue [51] . This notion is relevant in Baum-Connes conjecture with coefficients and inspires Lafforgue to define the strong property (T), see [52] . Now, we recall briefly the notions of slow growth representation and 1-cocycle associated to a representation π : Γ Ñ BpHq. Let Γ be a discrete countable group endowed with a length function denoted by |¨|. The representation π : Γ Ñ BpHq is a slow growth representation or is of ε-exponential type with ε ą 0 if there is a constant C ą 0 such that for all γ P Γ,
A 1-cocycle associated with π : Γ Ñ BpHq is a map b : Γ Ñ H satisfying
for all γ 1 , γ 2 P Γ. Moreover we say that a 1-cocycle is proper if }bpγq} Ñ`8 as |γ| Ñ`8.
Specializing the right hand inequality of Theorem 1.2 to f a unit Dirac mass centered at a point γ P Γ, we obtain: Corollary 1.5. Let pX, dq be a strongly hyperbolic space. Let Γ be a discrete group of isometries of pX, dq acting cocompactly. Consider |¨| the length function defined (1.11). For s P r0, Besides, we obtain the following theorem, which is essentially a reformulation of a nice theorem due to Nica [56] . Theorem 1.6. Let pX, dq be a strongly hyperbolic space. Let Γ be a discrete group of isometries of pX, dq acting cocompactly. Consider |¨| the length function defined (1.11). Then, there exist C ą 0 and 1 2 ą ε ą 0 such that Γ admits a family of slow growth representation acting on a Hilbert space, ρ s : Γ Ñ BpHq with s P r0, Conjecture. (Y. Shalom) A hyperbolic group admits a uniformly bounded representation acting on a Hilbert space with a proper 1-cocycle.
1.5.
Organization of the paper. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss all the preliminaries, explain the necessary facts involving δ-hyperbolic spaces, hyperbolic groups, strongly hyperbolic spaces with the notions of roughly geodesic space and ǫ-good space, Busemann functions, Patterson-Sullivan measures and shadows. Section 3 introduces the process of discretization of the space, of the group and of the boundary that we shall use to prove our main theorem. Section 4 recalls briefly the definition of quasi-regular representations, property RD, Harish-Chandra function and establishes the decay of spherical functions. Then, Section 5, Section 6 and Section 7 are three technical sections. In Section 5, we introduce a dense subset of the L 2 -space of the boundary. In Section 6, we make use of the assumption of the cocompacity of the action of the group on the space, which is absolutely fundamental for proving property RD. In Section 7, we use some techniques from negative curvature to obtain counting arguments. Section 8 provides the proof of the main theorem. And finally, Section 9 contains a proof of Theorem 1.6.
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Preliminaries
2.1. δ-hyperbolic spaces. A metric space pX, dq is said to be Gromov hyperbolic, or δ-hyperbolic for short, if for any x, y, z P X and some/any 1 basepoint o P X one has Recall that an a map φ : pX, d X q Þ Ñ pY, d Y q between metric spaces is a quasi-isometry if there exist positive constants L, C ą 0 so that
If we consider to the class of geodesic metric spaces, the notion of hyperbolicity becomes invariant under quasi-isometries, which is not the case for arbitrary metric spaces.
2.1.1. Gromov boundary and Bordification. A sequence pa n q nPN in X converges at infinity if pa i , a j q o Ñ`8 as i, j goes to`8. We say that two sequences pa n q nPN and pb n q nPN are equivalent if pa i , b j q o Ñ`8 as i, j goes to 8. An equivalence class of pa n q nPN is denoted by lim a n and we denote by BX the set of equivalence classes. These definitions are independent of the choice of a basepoint o. It turns out that the Gromov product extends to the bordification X :" X Y BX by
where the sup is taken over all sequences pa n q nPN , pb n q nPN such that ξ " lim i a i and η " lim j b j . Let X be a δ-hyperbolic space and fix a base point o in X.
(1) The extended Gromov product p¨,¨q o is continuous on XˆX , but not necessarily on XˆX. (2) In the definition of pa, bq o , if we have a in X (or b in X), then we may always take the respective sequence to be the constant value a i " a (or b j " b). (3) For all v, w in X there exist sequences pa n q and pb n q such that v " lim a n and w " lim b n and pξ, ηq o " lim nÑ`8 pa n , b n q o . (4) For all ξ, η and u in X by taking limits we still have pξ, ηq o ě min tpξ, uq o , pu, ηq o u´2δ.
(5) For all ξ, η in BX and all sequences pa i q and pb j q in X with ξ " lim a i and η " lim b j , we have:
1 if the condition holds for some o and δ, then it holds for any o and 2δ
We refer to [36, 8.- 2.2. Hyperbolic groups. Let pX, dq be a proper space and Γ be a subgroup of IsopX, dq the group of isometries of pX, dq acting properly discontinuously on X i.e. for any compacts K and L of X, the set tγ P Γ|γK X L ‰ ∅u is finite. It is easy to see that the group Γ is countable. Endow IsopX, dq with the compact open topology and thus the assumption of having a proper discontinuous action of Γ of X is equivalent to assume that Γ is a discrete group of IsopX, dq.
We say that Γ acts on X cocompactly if XzΓ is compact for the quotient topology. For example if Γ is finitely generated, one may consider its Cayley graph associated with a finite symmetric system of generators S: the elements of the group are the set of vertices and the edges correspond to the pair pγ, γ 1 q such that γ´1γ 1 P S. Endow the Cayley graph with the word metric defined as d S pγ, γ 1 q :" tmin n|γ´1γ 1 " s 1¨¨¨sn with s 1 ,¨¨¨, s n P Su and let Γ acts on it by isometries, properly discontinuously and cocompactly. We say that Γ is Gromov hyperbolic or hyperbolic for short, if it acts by isometries, properly discontinuously and cocompactly on a proper, geodesic δ-hyperbolic metric space.
Balls and spheres.
Given Γ a discrete group of isometries of a metric space pX, dq, recall that one can define a length function |¨| : Γ Ñ R`associated with a base point o P X as in (1.11). Let R ą 0 be a real positive number. Define a ball of X of radius R centered at a base point o P X as B X po, Rq :" tx P X|dpo, xq ď Ru and a sphere of X of radius n (a non-negative integer), of thickness R, centered at a base point o P X as (2.6) S n,R poq :" tx P X|nR ď dpo, xq ă pn`1qRu, as well as a sphere of Γ of radius n of thickness R centered at a base point o P X:
(2.7) S Γ n,R poq :" tγ P Γ|nR ď dpo, γoq ă pn`1qRu. In the following, we will use the notation S n,R and S Γ n,R rather than S n,R poq and S Γ n,R poq, after having picked a base point o. Then, one can write
Roughly geodesics, Good δ-hyperbolic spaces, Strongly hyperbolic spaces.
The classical theory of δ-hyperbolic spaces works under the assumption that the spaces are geodesic. In general, it turns out that the Gromov product associated with a word metric on a Cayley graph of a Gromov hyperbolic group does not extend continuously to the bordification. Nevertheless, there exist metrics on Γ, such as the Mineyev metric [53] or the Green metric [11] so that the Gomov product extends continuously to the bordification. The price to pay is that the group endowed with this new metric cannot be regarded as a geodesic metric space but rather as a roughly geodesic metric space. In this paper we take advantage of notions of roughly geodesic, ǫ-good hyperbolic spaces and strongly hyperbolic spaces introduced in [58] that make the computation concerning Gromov products, Busemann functions and visual metrics easier.
We assume now the space pX, dq is a proper space.
Definition 2.1. A metric space pX, dq is roughly geodesic if there exists C X ą 0 so that for all x, y P X there exists a roughly isometry i.e. a map r : ra, bs Ă R Ñ X with rpaq " x and rpbq " y such that |t´s|´C X ď dprptq, rpsqq ď |t´s|`C X for all t, s P ra, bs.
We say that two roughly geodesic rays r, r : r0,`8q Ñ X are equivalent if sup t dprptq, r 1 ptqq ă`8. We write B r X for the set of equivalence classes of roughly geodesic rays. Since pX, dq is a proper roughly geodesic space, one can identify BX to B r X. Definition 2.2. (Nica-Špakula) We say that a hyperbolic space X is ǫ-good, where ǫ ą 0, if the following two properties hold for each base point o P X:
‚ The Gromov product p¨,¨q o on X extends continuously to the bordification XYBX. ‚ The map pξ, ηq P BX Þ Ñ expp´ǫpξ, ηq o q is an actual metric on the boundary BX.
The topology on the boundary induced by the visual metric of an ǫ-good space is the same as the natural topology introduced in . The space metric pBX, d o,ǫ q is then a compact space. A ball on the boundary, centered at ξ of radius r with respect to d o is denoted by Bpξ, rq :" tη P BX|d o pξ, ηq ă ru.
Moreover the bordification X :" BX Y X is then a compactification of the space X. Indeed, in [58] the authors introduce the notion of strong hyperbolicity. An example of such spaces is the class of CAT(-1) spaces which are 1-good geodesic metric spaces. In the context of CAT(-1) spaces, the formula
(we set d o pξ, ξq " 0). This is due to M. Bourdon, we refer to [12, 2.5.1 Théorème] for more details. Hence the CAT(-1) spaces are examples of 1-good hyperbolic spaces.
The main point is the following theorem: that is a combination of results due to Blachère, Haïssinky and Matthieu [11] and of Nica andŠpakula [58] .
Theorem. A hyperbolic group acts by isometries, properly discontinuously and cocompactly on a roughly geodesic ǫ-good δ-hyperbolic space.
A concrete example of such space is the group itself endowed with the Mineyev metric [53] or the Green metric associated to a random walk. Let us describe briefly the case of the Green metric: Let Γ be a hyperbolic group. A probability measure µ on Γ defines a random walk on Γ with transition probability ppγ, λq :" µpλ´1γq. We say that µ is symmetric if µpγq " µpγ´1q and finitely supported if the support of µ is a finite generating set of Γ. Define the Green function
where µ n defines the n th convolution of µ. Let F pγ, λq be the probability that a random walk starting at γ hits λ, that is
One can associate with a random walk µ on Γ, a metric on Γ called the Green metric, defined as
The metric space pΓ, d G q, when µ is symmetric and finitely supported is a typical example of a proper roughly geodesic ǫ-good δ-hyperbolic space on which Γ acts by isometries, properly discontinuously and cocompactly. Indeed, using the concept of quasi-ruler, Blachère, Haïssinky and Matthieu prove that pΓ, d G q is a roughly geodesic δ-hyperbolic space [11] whereas Nica andŠpakula in [58] prove that this space is an ǫ-strongly hyperbolic space.
Busemann functions.
We just saw that the Gromov boundary of an ǫ-good space has also a geometrical definition and if ξ P BX we can pick a roughly geodesic r, namely a map r : R`Ñ X satisfying Definition 2.1, such that rp`8q " ξ to define the Busemann function associated to r as
which is well defined due to the triangle inequality.
We define the horoshperical distance relative to ξ as:
Note that this definition does not depend on the choice of a representative of ξ. It turns out that, that in a hyperbolic ǫ-good metric space we can write:
Moreover we have for all ξ P BX and for all x, y P X:
(2.12) pξ, yq x ď dpx, yq, and thus (2.13) β ξ px, yq ď dpx, yq.
The conformal metrics pd x,ǫ q xPX associated with ǫ ą 0, satisfy the following relation: for all x, y P X and for all ξ, η P BX we have:
2.6. The Patterson-Sullivan measure. Let Γ be a nonelementary discrete group of isometries of a proper ǫ-strongly hyperbolic metric space pX, dq and let X " X Y BX be the compactification of X. Recall the definition the volume growth of the group denoted by α defined as
Observe that is does not depend on the choice of o P X. It turns out that the volume growth is controlled as
for some constant C independant of R.
The limit set of Γ denoted by Λ Γ is the set of all accumulation points in BX of an orbit. Namely Λ Γ :" Γo X BX, with the closure in X. Notice that the limit set does not depend on the choice of a base point o P X. If Γ acts cocompactly on X then Λ Γ " BX. Consider now a visual metric on the boundary of parameter ǫ associated with a base point o. The space pBX, d ǫ q is a compact metric space, and therefore it admits a Hausdorff measure of dimension D. It is nonzero, finite, and finitely-dimensional, and in the context of hyperbolic geometry it is known as the Patterson-Sullivan measure. We will denote it by ν o , and normalize it so that ν o pBXq " 1. Usually all measures of the form ρdν o with 0 ă c ď ρpξq ď C ă 8 for some c, C are called Patterson-Sullivan measures. This class of measures is independent of the choice of ǫ, but different metrics d usually give rise to mutually singular measures. Moreover, the Hausdorff dimension changes with ǫ, although the relationship is very simple, namely
The Patterson-Sullivan measure ν o is quasi-invariant under the action of Γ on BX. It actually satisfies a stronger condition in the class of ǫ-good spaces, namely
It turns out that the support of ν o is in Λ Γ and moreover ν o is Ahlfors regular of dimension D we have the following estimate for the volumes of balls: there exists C ν ą 0 so that for all ξ P Λ Γ for all r ď DiampBXq:
Finally, the Patterson-Sullivan measure is ergodic for the action of Γ, and thus unique. The foundations of Patterson-Sullivan measures theory are in the important papers [59] and [65] . See [12] , [17] and [62] for more general results in the context of CAT(-1) spaces. These measures are also called conformal densities.
Remark 2.4. In the general context of δ-hyperbolic spaces the conformal densities are quasi-conformal densities. A priori for general hyperbolic groups one can construct only invariant quasi-conformal densities and this is due to Coornaert in [24, Théorème 8.3]: he proves the existence of Γ-invariant quasi-conformal densities of dimension α when X is a proper geodesic δ-hyperbolic space. Note that his construction has been extended to the case of roughly geodesic metric spaces in [11] .
2.7. Shadows.
2.7.1. Upper Gromov bounded by above. This assumption appears in the work of Connell and Muchnik in [23] as well as in the work of Garncarek on boundary unitary representations [34] . We say that a space X is upper gromov bounded by above with respect to o, if there exists a constant M ą 0 such that for all x P X we have (2.20) sup
Morally, this definition allows us to choose a point in the boundary playing the role of the forward endpoint of a geodesic starting at o passing through x in the context of simply connected Riemannian manifold of negative curvature. We denote by θ x o a point in the boundary satisfying (2.21) pθ 2.7.2. Definition of shadows. Let pX, dq be a roughly geodesic, ǫ-good, δ-hyperbolic space. Let r ą 0 and a base point o P X. Define a shadow for any x P X denoted by O r po, xq as (2.22) O r po, xq :" tξ P BX|pξ, xq o ě dpx, oq´ru.
Proof. We have for r ą M`δ:
On the other hand
For now on we fix r ą M`δ.
Discretization
Let pX, dq be a roughly geodesic ǫ-good δ-hyperbolic space and o P X an origin.
3.1. Discretization of roughly geodesics.
3.1.1. A construction. Let R be positive real number such that R ą 5C X where C X is the constant of roughly geodesics in Definition 2.1. Now if ξ denotes any point in the boundary we consider the roughly geodesic roξq, starting at o ending at ξ represented by a roughly-isometry r o : R`Ñ X. Define then for k P t0, . . . , nu:
with τ " 2C X . By Definition 2.1, one can write
and thus the choice of R and τ are justified by ξ k P S k,R . Now let x be a point in X and n be the unique non-negative integer so that nR ď dpo, xq ă pn`1qR.
Consider θ x o P BX. Let ro, θ x o q be a roughly geodesic starting at o ending at θ x o represented by a roughly isometry r 1 o : R`Ñ X. Apply the above constrution to ξ " θ x o and define for k P t0, . . . , nu the point x k satisfying (3.3)
x k :" r o pkR`τ q P ro, θ kR`C X ď dpo, x k q ď kR`3C X and so x k P S k,R .
Properties.
Lemma 3.1. For all ξ P BX and for all non-negative integers k we have
Proof. For t ą kR`τ we have t´kR´3C X ď dpr o ptq, x k q ď t´kR´C X . By definition of the Gromov product, pr o ptq,
By continuity of the Gromov product to the bordification we obtain:
In particular, according to (3.3) the above lemma implies for all x P X, for all nonnegative integers k that
Lemma 3.2. Let n be an integer and let x P S n,R with R ą
Proof. By Inequality (2.1) of δ-hyperbolicity :
where the last inequality follows from Inequality (3.6). If k P t0, . . . , n´1u, with condition R ą C X 2`M , we obtain px k , xq o ě kR`1 2 C X´δ , although for k " n we obtain px n , xq o ě nR´M´δ, and the proof is done. Lemma 3.3. There exists C ą 0 so that for any R ą 5C X , for all non-negative integers n, for all x P S n,R and for all k P t0, . . . , nu we have: pn´kqR´C ď dpx k , xq ď pn´kqR`C.
Proof. Using the definition of the Gromov product we have dpx n , xq " dpx n , oq`dpx, oq´2px n , xq o .
Thus, by Lemma 3.2 asserting px n , xq o ě nR´M´δ, we obtain dpx n , xq ď nR`3C X`p n`1qR´2px n , xq o ď nR`3C X`p n`1qR´2nR`2δ`2M " R`3C X`2 M`2δ.
Triangle inequality implies for all k P t0, . . . , nu: dpx k , x n q´dpx n , xq ď dpx k , xq ď dpx k , x n q`dpx n , xq.
we obtain, pn´kqR´C X´C 1 ď dpx k , xq ď pn´kqR`C X`C 1 .
Set C " C X`C 1 to conclude the proof.
3.2.
Horospherical decomposition of the boundary. Let Γ be a discrete group of isometries of pX, dq.
Define for n ě 2, for R ą 0, for any γ P S Γ n,R and for all k P t1, . . . , nu the sets denoted by A k,R po, γoq as:
For k " 1 (3.7) A 1,R po, γoq :" tξ P BX|pξ, γoq o ă Ru.
For k P t1, . . . , n´1u : (3.8) A k,R po, γoq :" tξ P BX|kR ď pξ, γoq o ă pk`1qRu.
For k " n (3.9) A n,R po, γoq :" tξ P BX|nR ď pξ, γoq o u.
In the following, we denote A k,R po, γoq by A k,R pγq.
Hence, for all γ P S Γ n,R , with n large enough, the sets pA k,R pγqq kPt1,...,nu provide a partition of the boundary of X given by:
Let R ą 0 large enough.
Lemma 3.4. There exists C ą 0 such that for all non-negative integers n ě 1, for all k P t1, . . . , nu and for all ξ P A k,R pγq we have pξ, γ k q o ě kR´C.
Proof. Lemma 3.2 provides a constant C 1 ą 0 such that for all γ P S Γ n,R , for all k P t1, . . . , nu and for all ξ P A k,R pγq:
Then, set C " C 1`δ to conclude the proof.
Let ν " pν x q xPX be a Patterson-Sullivan density of Γ, of conformal dimension α. Assume that pBX, d o,ǫ , ν o q is α-Ahlfors regular. We investigate the measure of the sets of the horospherical decomposition of the boundary using Ahlfors regularity of ν o . Lemma 3.5. There exist C ą 0 and R ą 0 such that for all non-negative integers n ě 1 and for all γ in S Γ n,R and for all integers k in t1, . . . , nu and for all non-negative integer n ě 1:
Proof. Let R ą M`δ. We shall write precisely the sets A k,R pγq in terms of shadows with γ P S Γ n,R and n ě 1. For k " 1 write for |γ| ą R that A 1,R pγq " BXzO r 1 po, γoq with r 1 " |γ|´R. Then 1´c ď ν o pA 1,R pγqq ď 1, with 1 ą c ą 0. For k P t2, . . . , n´1u, write A k,R pγq :" O r k po, γoqzO r k`1 po, γoq with r k " |γ|´kR. Note that r k ą M`δ since we choose R ą M`δ. Then, Lemma 2.5 implies:
Thus, Ahlfors regularity of ν o implies:
Then, choose R ą 0 large enough such that the quantities
For k " n write A n,R pγq " O rn po, γoq, hence
By comparing the constants in (3.11) with the constant in the above inequalities, we find the desired constant C ą 0 for R ą 0 large enough.
Lemma 3.6. For any R ą 0, for all non-negative integers n ě 1 and for all γ P S Γ n,R , we have for all k " 1, . . . , n´1
and for k " n´1 we have γ´1A n,R pγq Ă A 1,R pγ´1q.
Moreover,
Proof. By the continuity of the Gromov product to the bordification, we have for all ξ P BX and for all x, y P X: pξ, xq y`p ξ, yq x " dpx, yq. Thus we obtain for all γ P Γ and for all ξ P BX :
Let ξ P A k,R pγq. Thus |γ|´pk`1qR ď pγ´1ξ, γ´1oq o ď |γ|´kR.
So if γ P S Γ n,R we obtain for k " 1, . . . , n pn´k´1qR ď pγ´1ξ, γ´1oq o ă pn´k`1qR.
That is to say γ´1A k,R pγq Ă A n´k´1,R pγ´1q Y A n´k,R pγ´1q. And for k " n we have γ´1A n,R pγq Ă A 1,R pγ´1q.
On the sets A k,R pγq for k " 1, . . . , n, we have sharp estimates of Busemann functions.
Lemma 3.7. For any R ą 0, for all non-negative integers n ě 1 and for all γ in S Γ n,R Ă Γ we have for all ξ P A n,R pγq:
and for all k " t2, . . . , n´1u and for all ξ P A k,R pγq:
p2k´nqR´R ď β ξ po, γoq ď p2k´nqR`R, and for all ξ P A 1,R pγq :´n R´R ď β ξ po, γoq ď´nR`2R.
Proof. Write β ξ po, γoq " 2pξ, γoq o´d po, γoq. Then by definition of A k,R pγq we have kR ď pξ, γoq o ď pk`1qR for k " 2, . . . , n´1. Thus p2k´nqR´R ď β ξ po, γoq ď p2k´nqR`R.
Besides, if ξ P A n,R pγq we have 2pn´1qR´dpo, γoq ď β ξ po, γoq ď dpo, γoq.
Since γ P S Γ n,R we have nR ď |γ| ă pn`1qR
2pn´1qR´pn`1qR ď β ξ po, γoq ď pn`1qR.
Finally, for ξ P A 1,R po, γoq the following estimates hold pn`1qR ď´|γ| ď β ξ po, γoq ď´nR`2R.
Boundary representations and Spherical functions
4.1. Quasi-regular representations and spherical functions. Given a measure space pB, νq with a measure class preserving action of locally compact group Γ, one consider a family of representations π s : Γ Ñ U pL 2 pb, νqq defined by:
where s is a positive real number. When s " is an unitary representation. When the latter appears in the context of "boundaries" of certain space or in ergodic theoretic context, it is also called quasi-regular representation (or Koopman representation) and it has been intensively studied as such in several papers: [5] , [6] , [34] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [32] , [47] and [48] for boundary representations and see [27] , [28] for other quasi-regular representations.
In this paper, the family of a one parameter representation defined in (4.1), can be thought as an one parameter non-unitary deformation of the unitary quasi-regular representation.
4.2.
Spherical functions on hyperbolic groups. Given a non-elementary discrete groups Γ acting by isometries of pX, dq a roughly geodesic ǫ-good δ-hyperbolic space, we apply the above construction to Γ ñ pBX, ν o q where ν o is the Patterson-Sullivan measure associated with a base point o.
The adjoint representation πs pγq satisfying xπ s pγqv, wy " xv, πs pγqwy is given by:
πs pγq " π 1´s pγ´1q.
This is of interest of studying the spherical function in the context of harmonic analysis Lie groups (we refer to [33] for more details on spherical functions), hence we define a spherical function associated with π s as the matrix coefficient:
To our knowledge, few is known in this generality and in this context of general hyperbolic groups except for s " . One can prove the following estimates, called Harish-Chandra Anker estimates, naming related to [4] : there exists C ą 0 such that for all γ P Γ : p¨q converges uniformly on compact sets of R to ω 0 ptq " t as s Ñ Decompose Γ as in (2.8) for R ą 1 chosen so that Lemma 3.5 is valid. Pick γ P Γ so that |γ| ą 2R and let n ě 2 be the unique integer so that γ P S Γ n,R . Then using the decomposition (3.10) we obtain
If ξ P A k,R pγq then kR ď pξ, γoq o ď kR`R for all k P t1, . . . , nu. Therefore:
Then, since ν o is α-Ahlfors regular Lemma 3.5 implies that there exists C ą 0 so that: Since the above inequality holds for γ P S Γ n,R for n ě 2, we may find an another constant C ą 0 so that for all γ P Γ and for all s Ps0, 1 2 r we have:
The left hand inequality reads as follows:
This lower bound implies Item (2) directly for s ă 0, and use φ s pγq " φ 1´s pγ´1q for the case s ą 1.
For s ą 1 2 using φ s pγq " φ 1´s pγ´1q and |γ| " |γ´1|, we have for all γ P Γ C´1ˆω s´1 2 p|γ|q`1˙expˆ´1 2 α|γ|˙ď φ s pγq ď Cˆω s´1 2 p|γ|q`1˙expˆ´1 2 α|γ|˙.
And the proof of Item (3) is complete.
Definitions in terms of matrix coefficients.
In this subsection, we give several equivalent definitions of spectral inequalities, on spheres in terms of matrix coefficients. Given Γ a discrete group of isometries of a metric space pX, dq, we endow Γ with a length function defined as |γ| :" dpγo, oq associated with some base point o P X. For any R ą 0, consider the decomposition of Γ in spheres as Γ :" š ně1 S Γ n,R . Let π : Γ Ñ BpHq be a representation of Γ on H. The following lemma will be useful: Proposition 4.1. Let σ be in r0, 1s and R ą 0. The following are equivalent:
(1) There exist C, d ą 0 so that for all finitely supported functions f we have
There exist C, d ą 0 such that for all finitely supported functions f on a sphere of radius S Γ n,R and for all v, w P H we have
Proof. We prove first p1q implies p2q. First of all observe that there exists C ą 0 so that for all non-negative integers n and for all γ P S Γ n,R C´1p1`ω σ pnRqq ď p1`ω σ p|γ|qq ď Cp1`ω σ pnRqq. (4.8) Hence, if f is supported on S Γ n,R we control the norm of f as
for some C ą 0. Using the right hand side of p4.9q, we easily see that p1q implies p2q for the same d.
We prove now p2q implies p1q:
Since f is finitely supported there exists an integer N such that f can be written as f " ř N n"0 f n with f n "
f pγqδ γ supported on S Γ n,R where δ γ denotes the unit Dirac mass centered at γ. Observe that the left hand side of inequalities (4.8) imply that there exists C ą 0 such that for any d ą 0 :
The operator norm of πpf q satisfies
where the last inequality follows from p4.10q and the proof is complete.
4.2.2.
The theorem is optimal. Let Γ be a non-elementary discrete groups acting by isometries on pX, dq, a roughly geodesic, ǫ-good, δ-hyperbolic space. Consider the representations defined in (4.1) associated with pBX, ν o q where ν o is the Patterson-Sullivan measure associated with a base point o. In the case of hyperbolic groups, the decay of the spherical functions established in Section 4.2 provides informations on spectral inequalities. Indeed, the following proposition is a proof of Remark 1.3.
Proposition 4.2.
There exist R ą 0 and a positive function f on Γ and v, w P L 2 pBX, ν o q such that for all integers n and for all s P r0, 1s ÿ
Proof. Pick R so that Lemma 3.5 holds. Now, consider f : γ P Γ Þ Ñ xπ s pγq1 BX , 1 BX y P R`and v " w " 1 BX .
Thus, since the group is hyperbolic, the Ahlfors regularity of the Patterson-Sullivan measures hold and estimates (2.16) combined with lower bound of Item (3) of Proposition 1.1 conclude the proof.
4.3.
Reduction to positivity, dense subsets and spheres. In this section, assume that Γ denotes any discrete group. Consider a representation π : Γ Ñ BpHq. Assume that H " L 2 pX, mq for some measure space pX, mq. The cone of positive functions of H is denoted by H`. We say that a representation π is positive if π preserves the cone of positive functions. Observe that π s (for s P R) defined in (4.1) is positive. Let F Ă H be a dense subset. We state a useful lemma, reducing spectral inequalities only to positive functions f on Γ and vectors of matrix coefficients in the positive cone of a dense subspace F X H`.
Lemma 4.2.
Assume that π is a positive representation of Γ. Assume there exists a nonnegative integer n 0 such that for any R ą 0, for all n ě n 0 , for all positive finitely functions f on S Γ n,R and for all v, w P F X H`we have: ÿ
Then there exist C, d ą 0 such that for all f finitely supported we have:
The proof is easy and left to the reader.
5.
A Dense subset of L 2 pBX, ν o q 5.1. Notation. Let pX, dq be a proper roughly geodesic, ǫ-good, δ-hyperbolic space. We assume that there exists a discrete group of isometries of pX, dq denoted by Λ acting properly and cocompactly on pX, dq (a priori different from a group Γ for which we shall establish property RD). The elements of Λ will be denoted by g P Λ or h P Λ. Let ν " pν x q xPX be the Patterson-Sullivan measure associated with Λ of dimension α. We denote by ρ the diameter of a fundamental domain of the action of Λ on pX, dq so that one can write Y gPΛ Bpgo, ρq " X, where o is a basepoint in X.
In this section, we provide the construction of a sequence of finite dimensional subspaces of L 2 pBX, ν o q, denoted by E Λ N pBXq, depending strongly on Λ such that for all v P L 2 pBX, ν o q there is a sequence of v N P E Λ N pBXq satisfying }v´v N } 2 Ñ 0 as N Ñ`8. Thus, the dense subset we shall consider is defined as .1) 5.2. Covering, multiplicity, shadows. The following lemma is very useful. We shall mention that it has been already used in several situations, see for example [5, Corollary 4.2] and [34, Lemma 4.2] . This is the cornerstone to construct a suitable sequence of subspaces on the boundary. We consider the spheres S Λ N,R of Λ for all non-negative integers N and for R ą 0. Lemma 5.1. There exist R, r ą 0 so that for all N large enough we have
O r po, goq " BX.
(2) There exists an integer m such that for all N and for all g P S Λ N,R the cardinal of the set th P S Λ N,R |O r po, hoq X O r po, goq ‰ ∅u is bounded by m. Proof. We prove Item (1): Let R be larger than 2pC X`ρ q, where the constant C X comes from the roughly geodesics and let C X`ρ ă τ ă R´C X´ρ . Consider ξ P BX and let a r o be a roughly isometry representing a roughly geodesic starting at o and ending at ξ. Consider the point x " r o pN R`τ q thus satisfying N R`τ´C X ď dpo, xq ď N R`τ`C X . Since Λ acts cocompactly on X, there exists g P Λ so that dpgo, xq ď ρ. Then N R`τ´C X´ρ ă dpgo, oq ď N R`τ`C X`ρ . The choice of τ ensures that
It follows that:
pdpo, xq`dpo, goq´dpx, goqqu´δ ě min tdpo, goq´1 2 C X´ρ , dpo, goq´C X´ρ u´δ ě dpo, goq´C X´ρ´δ .
We set r :" C X`ρ`δ . Hence ξ P O r po, goq.
We prove Item (2): Fix now some g P S Λ N,R . Let h P S Λ N,R such that O r po, goq X O r po, hoq ‰ ∅. Pick η P O r po, goq X O r po, hoq and so
Hence, dpgo, hoq " dpo, goq`dpo, hoq´2pgo, hoq o ď 2pN`1qR´2N R`2r`2δ " 2pR`r`δq.
Set K :" 2pR`r`δq. Thus th P S Λ N,R |O r po, hoq X O r po, goq ‰ ∅u Ă B X pgo, Kq. Then |th P S Λ N,R |O r po, hoq X O r po, goq ‰ ∅u| ď |Λ X B X po, Kq|. Set m " |Λ X B X po, Kq| to finish the proof, since Λ is discrete.
It is worth noting that, using Ahlfors regularity of the measure ν o we deduce from Item (1) of Lemma 5.1:
5.3.
Vitali's covering type Lemma. We use Lemma 5.1 to construct a very useful sequence of finite dimensional subspaces of L 2 pBX, ν o q. But before giving the definition of these subspaces we shall use a Vitali's covering argument for the construction. of the boundary such that
There exists a constant C ą 0 such that for all integers N we have: ,R for k P I N with index set I N :" t1, . . . , |S ΛN ,R |u. Then consider B g k for k P I N and define by induction:
For Item (4), observe first that there exists C ą 0 such that for all g P S ΛN ,R we have
Q g as a disjoint union. By taking the measure of two members of this equality we obtain:
and Inequalities (5.5) imply:
In the following, we denote Q r po, goq by Q g , for g P S˚Λ N,R 5.4. Construction of a dense subspace. Define the finite dimensional subspaces of E Λ N pBXq Ă L 2 pBX, ν o q as the subspaces generated by (5.7) E Λ N pBXq :" Spant1 Qg with g P S
ΛN
,R u, where 1 Qg :" 1 Qrpo,goq .
We have the following proposition:
Proof. First observe that the space of Lipschitz functions on the boundary is dense in L 2 pBX, ν o q.
Then, define the projection p N for a non-negative integer N as
If v is a L-Lipschitz function, then p N pvq P E Λ N pBXq for all N and we have }v´v N } 2 Ñ 0 as N Ñ`8.
Indeed for v a L-Lipschitz function on the boundary we have for all h P S ΛN ,R and for all ξ P Q h :ˇˇˇv
Moreover for v P L 2 pBX, µq:
as N goes to infinity, and the proof is done. Note that the inequality in the above computation follows from the previous inequality just above in the proof.
In other words, the set
Observe that the L 2 -norm of v is given by
By Inequalities (5.5), there exists a constant C ą 0 such that:
Use of cocompacity
In this section, let Γ be a discrete group of pX, dq a proper roughly geodesic ǫ-good δ-hyperbolic space. We assume that Γ acts properly and cocompactly on pX, dq. We fix a fundamental domain D for the action of Γ on pX, dq, containing a base point o, relatively compact of diameter ρ ą 0. We shall think about Γ as the group for which we want to prove property RD.
6.1. Cocompacity implies uniformly bounded multiplicity. Fix R ą 0. Let n be a non-negative integer, k another integer in t1, . . . , nu and define for each pair of open balls Bpξ, r N qˆBpη, r N q Ă BXˆBX centered at ξ, η P BX of radius r N " e´ǫ RN with N ą n, the set
The following definition is inspired by the work of Bader-Muchnik in [5, Definition 4.1].
Definition 6.1. Let N ą n with n ě 1 and k P t1, . . . , nu where N, n, k are non-negative integers. We say that pA k,R pγqˆγ´1A k,R pγqq γPS Γ n,R is a pk, n, N q-sampling for BXˆBX of multiplicity m P N, if for all ξ, η P BXˆBX we have
The fundamental result to prove property RD, as well as the other spectral inequalities dealing with π s for s ‰ 1 2 , is the following proposition providing an uniform sampling: Proposition 6.1. If Γ acts cocompactly then there exists an integer m such that for all integers N ą n ě 1 and for all integers k P t1, . . . , nu we have that pA k,R pγqγ´1
is a pk, n, N q-sampling for BXˆBX of multiplicity m P N.
Proof. We proceed in two steps.
Step 1: There exist two positive real numbers ρ 1 , ρ 2 ą 0 such that for all N ą n and k be integer in t1, . . . , nu, and for all ξ, η P BX, if γ P S Γ k,n´k,N pξ, ηq we have
Proof of Step 1. Let γ P S Γ n,R such that A k,R pγqˆγ´1A k,R pγqXBpξ, r N qˆBpη, r N q ‰ ∅. Consider the point ξ k P X satisfying kR ď dpx, ξ k q ď pk`1qR and the point η n´k P X satisfying pn´kqR ď dpx, η n´k q ď pn´k`1qR. Then, consider γ k in S Γ k,R (recall the definition 3.4).
Claim 1: There exists ρ 1 ą 0 so that dpγ k , ξ k q ď ρ 1 .
Proof of Claim 1. Write dpγ k , ξ k q " dpo, γ k q`dpo, ξ k q´2pγ k , ξ k q o . We shall find a lower bound for the term pγ k , ξ k q o . Observe that Lemma 3.2 implies there exists C ą 0 such that for all k P t1, . . . , nu
Pick now ξ 1 P A k,R pγq X Bpξ, r N q. Then several uses of the hyperbolic inequality (2.1) leads to:
Since ξ, ξ 1 P Bpξ, r N q, we have pξ 1 , ξq o ě pN`1qR ą nR. Besides, Lemma 3.1 implies
and since ξ 1 P A k,R pγq we have by definition pγo, ξ 1 q o ě kR. Finally, we obtain
Hence,
Set ρ 1 :" 6C X`2 C`12δ to conclude the proof of Claim 1.
Claim 2: There exists ρ 2 ą 0 so that dpγ´1γ k , η n´k q ď ρ 2 .
Proof of Claim 2. Lemma 3.1 implies:
Observe that Lemma 3.3 implies that there exists a constant C ą 0 :
Pick now η 1 P γ´1A k,R pγq X Bpη, r N q. Then Lemma 3.6 implies that η 1 P A n´k,R pγ´1q Y A n´k´1,R pγ´1q X Bpη, r N q.
We have
where the last inequality follows from the definition of A n´k,R pγq, the inequality (6.3), and the fact that pη, η 1 q o ě N R ą pn´kqR. Therefore there exists a constant C 1 ą 0 such that
Lemma 3.3 provides a constant C ą 0 for the first term of the following right hand side equality such that:
Set ρ 2 :" R`C`2C 1 to finish the proof.
This achieves the proof of Step 1.
Step 2:
Step 1 implies that there exists ρ 1 ą 0 and ρ 2 ą 0 such that for each pair pξ, ηq P BXˆBX and for all N ą n and for all k P t1, . . . , nu we have:
Since the action Γ ñ X is cocompact, one can find two elements x, y in a fundamental domain D containing o of diameter ρ, and two elements γ 1 , γ 2 P Γ such that dpξ k , γ 1 xq ă ρ and dpη n´k , γ 2 yq ă ρ. Thus
Since the counting measure is bi-invariant we have
Eventually, use the fact that the action of Γ on X is properly discontinuous to define the non-negative integer:
We obtain: |S Γ n,n´k,N pξ, ηq| ď m.
6.2.
Uniform boundedness on the group. Let Λ be a discrete group of isometries of pX, dq, a priori different from Γ. We assume that Λ acts properly and cocompactly on pX, dq so that the results of Section 5 hold.
Let N ą n ě 1 and k P t1, . . . , nu be non-negative integers. Consider the sets pQ g q gPS
given by Lemma 5.2. Using Lemma 2.5 we have Q g Ă Bpθ o pgoq, 5r N q with r N :" e´ǫ pN R´r´δq for all g P S Λ,N ,R . By choosing R ą 0 large enough i.e. so that
we have
6.2.1. Partitions of S ΛN ,R . Let γ be in S Γ n,R and define
Remark 6.2. The notation r S Λ N,n´k pγ´1q is legitimate by Lemma 3.6 implying that:
For each γ 0 P S Γ n,R define the set (6.11) S Γ n,n´k,N pγ 0 q :
A consequence of Proposition 6.1 is the following: Proposition 6.2. If Γ acts cocompactly then there exists a non-negative integer m such that for all non-negative integers N`1 ą n and for all integers k P t1, . . . , nu and for all γ 0 P S Γ n,R : |S Γ k,n´k,N pγ 0 q| ď m.
Proof. Let k be an integer in t1, . . . , nu. Fix γ 0 P S Γ n,R and consider γ P S Γ n,R so that
By definition of these sets, there exist g, h P S Λ N so that (6.12)
as well as
By the rigth hand inclusion of Item (3) of Proposition 5.2, thanks to Lemma 2.5 and by the choice of R in 6.7, we have for N`1 ą n that Q g Ă Bpθ Let R ą 0. It turns out that the growth of S Λ N,R behaves as e αN R . Given a Borel subset U of the boundary (with a frontier of measure zero), the number of elements of the sphere S Λ N,R such that the shadows associated to them intersect U are not empty, growths as ν o pU qe αN R . The following lemmas are uniform refinement of these counting estimates rather than asymptotic estimates. We shall provide upper bound, with uniform constants in N , of the number of elements of the sphere S Λ N,R such that the shadows associated to them intersect U . But the counting estimates shall deal with the spheres S ΛN ,R rather than the spheres S Λ N,R . More precisely for a Borel subset U Ă BX define the set
. We start first with a variation of the so-called Sullivan's shadow lemma. We can find a proof of the following lemma in [5, Lemma 4.1] . Since the statement is slightly different, we give a proof.
Lemma 7.1. Let N be a non-negative integer and R ą 0. Let U be a Borel subset of BX such that DiampU q ď e´ǫ N R . There exists a compact K Ă X and a non-negative integer q such that we have tg¨o| g P W Λ N,R pU qu Ă K, and thus |W Λ N,R pU q| ď q.
Proof. Pick g, h P W Λ N,R pU q. We have pgo, hoq o ě mintpgo, ξq o , pξ, ηq o , pho, ηq o u´3δ with ξ P Q g X U ‰ ∅ ‰ Q h X U Q η. Thus, Item (3) of Lemma 5.2 implies that for some r 1 ą 0 we have:
Therefore for g, h P W Λ N,R pU q we have dpgo, hoq " dpo, hoq`dpo, goq´2pgo, hoq o ď 2pR`r 1`3 δq.
Pick some h P W Λ N,R pU q and define K :" B X ph¨o, R 1 q with R 1 :" 4pR`r 1`3 δq. We have by construction tg¨o| g P W Λ N,R pU qu Ă K. The following lemma already appear in [34, Lemma 4.3] . Since our statement is slightly different, we give a proof. for some C ą 0. We give a proof of this fact: Write U :" š gPW Λ N,R pU q Q g X U and by taking the measure, since Q g X U Ă Q g we obtain
where the inequality follows from Item (3) of Lemma 5.2.
Proof. One cannot write š gPW Λ N,R pU q Q g Ă U . We shall thicken U to be able to write the previous inclusion. To do so, we set r N :" e pR e´N R and pick some ξ P U so that U Ă Bpξ, r N q. Let g be in W Λ N,R pU q and so, by definition of W Λ N,R pU q we have Q g X U ‰ ∅. Since Q g Ă Bpθ go o , 5ρ N q where ρ N " e´ǫ pN R´r´δq is provided by Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 2.5, we have Bpθ
where the last inequality follows from the choice of R.
Then for all g P S ΛN ,R we have Q g Ă Bpξ, 2r N q. Combining this fact with the fact that the family tQ g u gPS Λ N,R˚i s made of disjoint sets, we obtain: š Set C :" max tC 1 , 2 α C 2 ν e αp´r`δq u to conclude the proof.
7.2. Diameters Lemma. Let R ą 0. Let n be a non-negative integer and k P t1, . . . , nu, and let N ą n be another non-negative integer. Define for γ P S Γ n,R and h P S ΛN ,R :
Define also
ǫ . For all γ P S Γ n,R , for all g, h P S Λ,N ,R and for any k P t1, . . . , nu we have DiampU k,n q ď e ǫpn´2kqR e´ǫ N R and DiampV k,n q ď e ǫp2k´nqR e´ǫ N R .
Proof. For γ P S Γ n,R , for h P S ΛN ,R and for k P t1, . . . , nu write U :" U k,n pγ, hq. By the relations of Lemma 3.6, we have for k P t1, . . . , nu
First, we compute the diameter of γ´1U with respect to d γ´1o . Using the conformal relation of the visual metric we have
ǫpβ ξ po,γ´1oq`βηpo,γ´1oqq .
Therefore Lemma 3.7 implies that for all ξ, η P γ´1U and for all γ P S Γ n,R
where the factor 5e ǫpr`δq comes from Item (3) of Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 2.5. Then, using the relation d γ´1o pγ´1ξ 1 , γ´1η 1 q " d o pξ 1 , η 1 q for ξ 1 , η 1 P U , we deduce that DiampU q ď e ǫpn´2kqR e´ǫ N R , by the choice of R ą r`δ`l ogp5q ǫ .
On the other hand, for ξ, η P V k,n " γ´1pA k,R pγq X Q g q written as ξ " γ´1ξ 1 and η " γ´1η 1 with ξ 1 , η 1 P A k,R pγq X Q g we have:
and the proof is done.
7.3. Counting arguments combined with diameters lemma. Assume that R ą 0 is big enough so that Lemma 7.2 and 7.4 hold. Define some subsets of S Λ N,R for which we shall estimate the volume growth, for any non-negative integer N .
,R . The above notation depends on R. We omit it in the notation to leave it readable.
Remark 7.5. The notation Ă W Λ N,n´k pγ´1, gq is legitimated by Lemma 3.6 implying that
pγ´1, gq. We close this section by giving two fundamental estimates based on the previous estimation of the counting argument in Lemma 7.2 and the diameters Lemma.
Proposition 7.1. There exist R ą 0 and a constant C ą 0 such that for all N`1 ą n ě 1 we have:
For all k P t1, . . . , nu we have that
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 7.4 providing an upper bound for the size of diameters of U k,n pγ, hq and V k,n pγ, gq. Therefore, Lemma 7.2 applied to U k,n pγ, hq and to V k,n pγ, gq concludes the proof after having choosed R large enough such that the two cited lemmas hold.
We can easily deduce the following result about finite multiplicity:
Proposition 7.2. Let n ě 1 a non-negative integer and let γ P S Γ n,R . We have the following cases:
(1) There exists a non-negative integer n such that for all integers k satisfying k P t1, . . . , t n 2 uu we have for each h 0 P S ΛN ,R
There exists an integer n such that for all k satisfying k P tt n 2 u, . . . , nu we have
We prove only Item (1), the proof of Item (2) follows from Remark 7.5 . Fix h 0 P S ΛN ,R . Set p n :" tCe n´2k u where C comes from Item (1) of Proposition 7.1. Then, there exists at most g 1 , . . . , g pn P S ΛN ,R such that A k,R pγq X γQ h 0 X Q g j ‰ ∅ for all j P t1, . . . , p n u. Since t n 2 u ě k, Lemma 7.4 implies that Diampγ´1A k,R pγq X γ´1Q g q ď e´ǫ N R . By Lemma 7.1, for each j P t1, . . . , p n u there exists a compact K j so that
Note that for all j P t1, . . . , p n u the compact sets K j Q h 0¨o . Define K :" B X ph 0¨o , R 0 q with R 0 " 2DiampK j q. Thus,
Define n :" K X Λ¨o to conclude the proof.
Proof of spectral inequalities
Let pX, dq be a roughly-geodesic, ǫ-good, δ-hyperbolic space. Let Γ be a discrete group of isometries of pX, dq: we shall prove spectral inequalities for Γ when this latter acts cocompatly on pX, dq. Let Λ be another discrete group of isometries of pX, dq acting cocompactly. We assume that Γ and Λ have the same critical exponents α. Let ν " pν x q xPX be the Patterson-Sullivan associated with Γ. We may take Γ " Λ but it is more enlightening to think that Γ and Λ are different. The main interest of proceeding with two different groups is to understand how much the assumption of cocompacity is crucial to prove property RD. Typical examples of such a choice are given by two different cocompact lattices of a rank one semisimple Lie group of non-compact type.
We consider the family of representations π s for s P r0, 1s of Γ defined in (4.1). Let R ą 0 such that hold Lemma 5.2, condition (6.6), Lemma 7.2 and Lemma 7.4. 8.1. Decay of matrix coefficients on the horospherical decomposition. Let n ě 1 be a non-negative integer. 8.1.1. General decomposition. We decompose for all v and w in L 2 pBX, ν o q and for all γ P S Γ n,R the matrix coefficient xπ s pγqv, wy as follows:
where by definition (8.1)
Since one of the interest of the partition pA k,R pγqq k"1,...,n is the control of the Busemann function we obtain, by Lemma 3.7 that there exists C ą 0 such that for all k " 1, . . . , n: 
Define for N ą n, for k P t1, . . . , nu and for γ P S Γ n,R the sum
Therefore we have:
Our goal is to control the size of the support of elements v, w P E Λ N pBXq contributing to the sum R k,N pγq. Consider the set
,R . Thus, the expression of R k,N pγq can be written as
Indeed with notation (6.8) and (6.9), since
8.2.
Proof of Spectral Inequalities. The fundamental tool to control the sum is nothing but the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. We start by a proposition based on counting estimates of Section 7.
Proposition 8.1. There exists C ą 0 such that for all s P r0, 1s, for all γ P S Γ n,R , for all non-negative integers N ą n, for all k P t1, . . . , nu, for all v, w P E Λ,Ǹ pBXq, we have xπpγqv, wy | A k,R pγq ď Cˆe
Proof. Let s P r0, 1s, let N ą n be non-negative integers, let k P t1, . . . , nu and γ P S Γ n,R . The proof splits in two cases. The first case consists in studying R k,N pγq with k ď tnu 2 . According to the notation (7.2) and (7.4), Inequality (8.6) becomes:
Observe that Item (3) of Lemma 5.2 combined with Ahlfors regularity of ν o imply the existence of some C ą 0 such that for all g, h P S ΛN ,R :
Then, performing several times the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, with an absorbing constant C for the third inequality, we obtain: For tnu 2 ď k: First observe that using the quasi-invariance of ν o , combined with Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.7, we have for some constant C ą 0:
ν o pA k,R pγq X γQ h X Q g q ď Ce αpn´2kqR ν o pγ´1A k,R pγq X Q h X γ´1Q g q. (8.8) Therefore, the notation (7.2), (7.4), Inequality (8.7) applied with V k,n pγ, gq in this case and Inequality (8.8) just above imply: f pγqxπ s pγqv, wy ď Cm`1`ω s´1 2 pnRq˘}f } 2 }v} 2 }w} 2 .
For s " f pγqxπ s pγqv, wy ď Cmp1`nRq}f } 2 }v} 2 }w} 2 .
Hence, we have proved that there exists R, C ą 0 such that for all n, for all f supported on S Γ n,R and for all s P r0, 1s we have: }π s pf q} op ď Cˆ1`ω |s´1 2 | pnRq˙}f } 2 .
9.
A remark about 1-cohomology of slow growth boundary representations Let Γ be a group acting cocompactly on pX, dq a roughly geodesic, ǫ-good, δ-hyperbolic space and fix o a base point of X. Consider its Patterson-Sullivan measure denoted by ν o of dimension α. Consider the family of representations defined in (4.1) of Section 4. As an immediate corollary of Theorem 1.2, we obtain that there exists C ą 0 such that the representations π s satisfies for 0 ď s ‰ It tuns out that the diagonal action of Γ ñ pBXˆBX, m BM q is measure preserving. Thus, we can consider the operator πpγq defines as πpγqF pξ, ηq " F pγ´1ξ, γ´1ηq, for all γ P Γ, for ξ, η P BX and for F P L p pBXˆBX, m BM q for p ą 0. Hence, π defines an isometric representation on a Banach space:
π : Γ Ñ IsopL p pBXˆBX, m BM qq, (9.3) for p ą 0. In the paper [56] , Nica proved the following theorem:
Theorem. (B. Nica) Let Γ be a hyperbolic group. Then, for p large enough, the above representation π in (9.3) admits a proper 1-cocycle.
In the same vein, based on the ideas of Nica [ In this generality, the previous computations hold for hyperbolic groups possessing property (T). But it is well known that such groups cannot have an unitary representation with a proper 1-cocycle. We refer to [9] for more details on property (T). Since ρ 1 2 is an unitary representation, there exists 1 2 ą ε ą 0 such that ρ s for s P r0, 1 2´ε r admits a proper 1-cocycle.
